CULTURE CLASH
Becoming a crisis-proof Leader
@ What has 2008-2009 economic crisis
changed in Leadership requirements?
@ Which Leadership features can help
you thrive through the next crisis?
@ What should you focus on. to lead
even better? ... in a Thai context?
In this article. Executive Coach Jean-Fiancois
draws from his interactions with CEOs
confronted to the recent economic turmoil,
recent research and books, to suggest concrete
leadership features that can help you and your
team succeed no-matter-what through the ne:<t
unexpected challenges.
A 'perfect storm' a! sea... It's pitch-dark, huge
waves are rocking the ship, spindrifts are
continuously blinding the navigation bridge
windows, propellers have lost most of their
power, water is leaking inside the store-mom,
crew members are running frantically around,
feeling this might be the end of the World...
Yesterday the boat was cruising swiftly on a
calm ocean ; overnight a typhoon unexpectedly
changed route and unleashed its terrifying force
on and around the ship.
Whether nr not the boat and crew make it
depends a lot on ihe Captain and specifically
what he or she did before... to get them
effective at embracing unexpected turbulence.
It's far from just a case of @@ survival of ihe
fittest @ .. The pisnned itinerary is useless,
usual quick-fives are insufficient, the Captain
is as clueless as the crew about how the
typhoon evolves next, any too-slcw decision
or uncontrolled risk may cost lives...
Can you discern similarities between that
typhoon-struck boat metaphor and some
dincsaur-like Organizations who experienced
a poignant feel ol the Titani-.:"s fate during
2008-2009 crisis' How about the limits
and/or dangers of
c grand strategic plans
usual short-term fixes (cost-cutting,
lightened controls, restructuring plans...)
a authoritative certainty /
top-down leadership
@ long decision-processes
> ill-assessed risk-taking7
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80 % of people having suffered a heart-attack
fail to healthily amend their diet and life-style.
Have you translated the 'lessons' you learnt from
the cfisis into preventive actions = yet ?
Post-crisis research from Cambridge-Leadership
Associates has suggested thai Organizations
need 'adaptative leadership' to yield more
@ agility (adaptability from staff - m
continuing uncer
tainty and uncontrollable
changes- and speed in decision-making)
8 leadership at all levels of the Organization
e trust amongst co-workers
8 diversity
@ robust anticipation / better calculated
risk-taking
Hence, an over-arching challenge foi you as an
@@ adaptative @-@ Leader is to enable your companv
and your people to continuously adapt to an
ever-changing environment where (even) you
don't always know the best-way ahead .
To get people comfortable at work in constant
disequilibrium, you should probably stretch
them continuously, to keep them willing to
change,., but not so much that they fight, flee
or freeze. Very much like coaching athletes in
team-sports. A benchmark is speed m quality
decision-making.
It is also critical to generate leadership at all
levels of the Organization it will help to
@ empower and delegate as many decisions
as relevant
8 value and reward courage (m particular
the courage to disagree with you),
@ give oppor
tunities to lead experiments
without punishing failures ("here, people
only get killed ior not trying")
a encourage productive conflicts
(depersonalized)
Productive conflicts require trust between
parties, so ground-work for trust-building is
obviously necessary. A tough challenge! Beyond
competence, request that managers role-model
integrity, reliability, tairness, caring, openness
and loyalty.
Leveraging diversiiv -as done in successful
football teams- is a no-bramer; yet is your
company doing its best? For example, die
women significantly represented in your

Executive Committee? A McKinsey
study (dated October 2009} showed
that companies with 3 or more women
m top-management did significantly
better than companies with no women
in top-management, on all performance
criteria - par
ticularly leadership
and motivationPrompting more robust anticipation from
your managers is another tough endeavor.
We are ail too familiar with challenging
budget-drafts, market-forecasts or the
"worst case scenario" in a business
plan, only to find out they don't
withstand even the first round of our
probing questions. To facilitate more
robust anticipation-work, the first step
is a step-back to confront reality and
what can go wrong, with uncompromising
objectivity. It will also help lo educate
staff about "calculated risk-taking" and
empower them to experiment. A more
enthusing activity is to encourage
co-workers to develop breakthrough
"next best practices"... to move from
(very) good to great.
An "adaptative" Leader in a Thai context
might like to pay particular attention to
the improvement of a few common areas
for development we highlighted in our
previous articles

@
@
a
@

assertiveness
straightforward problem-solving
priorities management
creativity
anticipation

May I suggest you now take a deep
breath and a few minutes to identify
which Leadership features will help vou
in your specific context to prepare your
Organization to thrive through the..
next crisis?
The next step of the exercise is to draw a
2-column table, list those Leadership
features you need in the left-column, and
ihen assess yourself on scale from 1
funder-par} to 4 (world-class). Finally,
decide which one of those leadership
features you want to take to the nexi
level, and plan actions to make this
happen and stick.

Self-assessment
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